Answers to questions relating to Settlements - Insh
Do I agree with the proposed settlement objectives? My answer is no.
I do not think that the economy of the village is based on tourism and outdoor
leisure. Has anyone done a survey to support this or is it just guess work? If this
is based on the belief that roughly half the houses do not have permanent
residents then the answer must be yes. Economic growth in the village has in fact
increased substantially in the last six months since the provision of superfast
broadband. This happened with very little support (if any) from KVCC but was
initiated and progressed by the residents of Insh. I do not know of the 'outdoor
leisure facilities' to which the plan refers? We have wonderful walks and views
around here but I am not aware of any specific facilities. As for 'organic
development', I do not know what this means exactly. Some clarification would
be appreciated.
Do I agree with the Protected Open Spaces. My answer is no.
Again, has this just been someone drawing a few lines on an outdated map or did
someone actually come to Insh and walk around the proposed areas? I suggest
the former. If someone did visit they would have clearly seen that part of one of
the proposed protected open spaces forms part of my back garden and currently
has a large greenhouse, a very large vegetable plot, fruit cage and orchard! Is this
really suitable for a protected open space? Surely the empty plot next door to me
would be more appropriate especially as it is frequented by local residents for
mushroom picking and dog walking. I agree with the idea of protected open
spaces however I think that much more thought to the actual sites is needed and
that the residents of Insh be consulted on this matter as it directly affects them
and their daily lives. This must be a decision that supports the village,it's
residents and it's way of life and not be determined by any possible future
designs for building and development.
Do I agree with the proposed settlement boundary?
I have answered no to this question partly because the map seems to be
outdated - surely there is a more recent map of Insh?
The line used to draw the proposed boundary is very thick so it is impossible to
determine exactly where the boundary line starts and finishes.
I note that there is mention of Alternative Site Options - THC001, and that this is
marked on the village plan - although it seems to be outside of the proposed
boundary. I am very concerned that this is the first time I have been made aware
of this, especially as it would be next to my property! When was this proposed
and passed and should I have been consulted or at least notified? The site
marked for THC001 occupies part of a plot of land next door to me and owned by
one person. Is there a reason why that plot seems to have been 'split' into 2? Is
there perhaps future thoughts on making this a second Alternative Site Option?
Will the residents of Insh be consulted before a decision like this is taken as it
appears that THC001 slipped through a while ago with no one in the village
knowing?

Finally I should like to mention that I am only able to complete the Settlement
section of this Comments Form due to lack of time. I was only made aware of it's
existence through the Insh Community facebook page by an article posted on
February 14! Surely the Cairngorms National Park Authority should have
something in place that ensures all people in the Park receive notices in a timely
manner. If I did not have access to the internet I would never have been aware of
the Development Plan. Perhaps this is why Insh residents were also unaware of
the decisions taken in 2015 - we had such poor broadband!
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